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Students observing the aquaponics systems in the  
Closner Family Greenhouse in the Aronson Family STEM 
Learning Commons at the Viewmount Branch.
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F ifty-eight years ago, Toronto’s Labour Zionist organizations opened the 
doors of their 12 Viewmount Avenue building to a fledgling Jewish day 
school. That year, 54 students were the first to experience an innova-

tive educational vision that melded top-tier General Studies with an emphasis 
on Hebrew language, Zionism and Menschlechkeit.

Back in 1961, could the small group of Bialik Hebrew Day School founders have 
imagined the path that the school would take? They knew what they needed to do 
to launch their new school, but could hardly have envisioned the successive gen-
erations of leaders and donors who would work to grow the Viewmount Branch 
into a landmark institution, spanning almost an entire city block.

Inspired by the success of the growing Viewmount campus, subsequent gen-
erations of Bialik’s leadership dreamed of extending the school’s vision to the 
Jewish community beyond Toronto’s city limits. The tireless efforts to found 
a “northern Bialik campus” finally bore fruit with the opening of our Himel 
Branch in 2013.  

Today, standing on the shoulders of our early visionaries, a new generation of 
leaders has emerged to champion our school and its development — to consis-
tently invest in upgrading our facilities and progressive educational programs. 
Indeed, two rounds of Himel expansions have resulted in a northern branch with 
many beautiful classrooms, an expansive gym and auditorium, and a state-of-
the-art STEM Lab. As we meet the demands of our growing enrolment, next year 
our senior Himel students will be located in the stunning Kimel Education Cen-
tre. At Viewmount, the new STEM Learning Commons provides the space and 
facilities to fully and effectively embrace our focus on design thinking and prob-
lem-based learning.  

Recently, a group of 35 alumni held a reunion and many of them came on a tour 
of Viewmount. They graduated 43 years ago and most had never been back. You can 
imagine their astonishment at the way the Viewmount Branch had grown. Their 
little school had blossomed into the large, modern institution we know today. Yet, 
with all the new spaces, additional storeys and wings, one thing hadn’t changed 
— our alumni’s wonderful, warm feelings of being part of the Bialik community.  

Indeed, all of our hearts beat Bialik blue as we see the school nurture our stu-
dents’ Jewish identities and further our collective vision of Jewish continuity. And, 
we take great pride in a Bialik that is now home to over 1,200 students who will grow 
to become leaders in our Jewish and Canadian communities.

As we turn to a new decade in both the Hebrew (5780) and secular (2020) cal-
endars, we can feel confident that Bialik’s tradition of growth and strategic vi-
sion remains strong. We are all part of this wonderful journey. Enjoy the ride!

HEADLINES

HEADLINES
A New Generation of Leaders

Benjamin Cohen
Head of School
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T he energy in our beautiful new gym was 
electric,” recounts Beverley Young, Himel 
Branch Principal. “The excitement was 

palpable and everyone joined in the spirit of our 
lively celebration, replete with pompoms and en-
ergetic Israeli music pulsating through the room.”

These words capture the huge enthusiasm of the 
crowd of students, families, staff and community 
leaders who proudly celebrated the ribbon cutting 
for the new wing of our Himel Branch. 

The festivities, held on September 5, 2019, marked 
the culmination of the branch’s second expansion in 
six years. Opening with only three classes and 64 stu-
dents in 2013, this is now a thriving branch of 382 stu-
dents and 38 staff. With this current expansion, Himel 
boasts 19 spacious classrooms, a large new gym, a 
STEM Lab and other communal learning spaces.

“The growth of Bialik, both in its physical size 
and in student enrolment, mirrors the growth and 
success of the Jewish community in the Vaughan re-
gion,” says Rochelle Waxman, President of Bialik’s 

Board. “This is a thriving centre of Jewish life and 
Bialik is extremely proud to be part of it.” 

Bialik was thrilled to welcome many honoured 
guests to celebrate our exciting milestone, including 
Deborah Schulte, Member of Parliament represent-

ing King-Vaughan, Mario Ferri, Local and Regional 
Councillor and Deputy Mayor of Vaughan, and Sandra 
Yeung Racco, City Councillor. Faces, old and new, from 
Bialik’s 58-year history mixed and mingled to catch 
up on the school’s incredible growth. Remarks from 
community leaders, including Jordan Falkenstein, Di-

rector of Government Affairs at the Consulate of Israel 
and Daniel Held, Executive Director of the Henry and 
Julia Koschitzky Centre for Jewish Education, spoke to 
Bialik’s standing in the Jewish community. 

Our hearts were warmed by a performance by the 
Himel choir with their repertoire of Hebrew songs. 
Staff and students, from JK all the way to Grade 
7, proudly wore their My Heart Beats Bialik Blue 
T-shirts (generously donated by the PTA) and glee-
fully shook their blue and white pompoms.

And then, the oldest and the youngest two stu-
dents currently enrolled walked the ribbon across 
the stage for the moment we’d been anticipating 
— the ribbon cutting. When the blades of the scis-
sors sliced down on the crisp blue ribbon, cheer-
ing erupted in the gym, with singing of Siman Tov 
U’Mazal Tov and dancing of the Hora.

“We all shared a truly special moment,” says 
Beverley Young. “The magically exuberant mood is 
etched into the annals of Himel’s history. It was cer-
tainly a night to remember!”

CELEBRATION

HIMEL’S HEART BEATS  
BIALIK BLUE 
A Rousing Ribbon Cutting to Remember

“

“THIS IS A THRIVING 
CENTRE OF JEWISH 
LIFE AND BIALIK IS 

EXTREMELY PROUD TO 
BE PART OF IT.”
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G one are the days when doing research 
about Israel meant going to the library — 
or even googling “Israel,” for that matter. 

As part of their Israeli Studies unit in Jewish History 
last May, each Grade 6 student had the incredible op-
portunity to create a virtual reality (VR) tour of Jeru-
salem, putting themselves at the centre of the action.

Thanks to Bialik’s resident technology integra-
tor, Merav Anafi, students used the just-released 
Google Tour Creator to create their own VR tour, us-
ing images from Google Street View plus other pho-
tos. They then immersed themselves in the world 
they had created using Expedition, a Chromebook 
app that imitates the experience of VR headsets.

“It truly makes learning authentic because the 
students are actually creating a place to visit; they’re 
building it themselves,” says Merav, who is the only 
Israeli expatriate to have received the country’s 
Google Certified Innovator designation. A pioneer in 
technology integration in education, she is amazed 
by its evolution since her initial curriculum devel-
opment work in Israel in the 1990s. “Who would 
have thought we’d get to this point?”

Indeed, when it comes to describing VR, words 
fail! You have to experience it for yourself to see how 
incredibly immersive and realistic the effect can be. 
In the pilot project, Bialik students used the tech-
nology to pick eight scenes to “tour.” These includ-
ed walking along cobblestone pathways in the Old 
City, visiting the Western Wall, and seeing exhib-
its inside the Israel Museum. In addition, students 

were able to develop their Hebrew language skills by 
adding narration and text. And, they had a lot of fun 
overlaying images of themselves on their tours.  

“Authenticity is one of the most important tools 
through which we can bring relevance to Jewish 
Studies and Hebrew language learning.” says Kathy 
Friedman, Director of Jewish Studies. “Students were 
trying to find their connection to Israel, Hebrew and 
Tanach. They heard about it, saw it in pictures and 
read about it, but they could not live it — at least, not 
until now. This is history through the lens of modern 
times. Students can walk in the footsteps of our an-
cestors and relate it to their experience today.”

EDUCATION INNOVATION

WISH 
YOU 
WERE 
HERE
Virtual reality technology 
takes learning about Israel  
to the next level

“AUTHENTICITY IS 
ONE OF THE MOST 

IMPORTANT TOOLS 
THROUGH WHICH WE 

CAN BRING RELEVANCE 
TO JEWISH STUDIES AND 

HEBREW LANGUAGE 
LEARNING.”
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F or fifteen Grade 8 students, what began as a STEM competition 
in Israel became a powerful, eye-opening, unforgettable experi-
ence. This groundbreaking program combined Bialik’s focus on 

STEM education with its commitment to Israel. 
The teens spent four months creating a prototype product designed to 

impact the environment by saving energy. Then, they travelled to Israel 
to compete in a Dragon’s Den-style program alongside a team of Israeli 
teens from the Gvanim School in the Eilat region.

Before the start of the competition, the students spent five days tour-
ing, learning and living with their Israeli counterparts. During that time, 
competitors became friends and indelible memories were created. They 
enjoyed team-building activities, including a daring ropes course at a 
camel ranch, all the while getting to know their new friends better.

These authentic Israeli experiences became a hallmark of the trip. 
Students spent Shabbat with their host families and had opportunities 
to hang out together. As one Bialik student described, “We got closer 
with the Israeli kids; it was fun to be with them; we sat on the beach and 
talked to them and really got to know them.”

With a packed itinerary, Canadian and Israeli teens visited numerous 
sites focusing on sustainability. And fun.

  At the competition, seven teams, four from Bialik and three from 
Gvanim, presented their prototypes designed to “engage innovative tech-
nologies to help solve the world’s energy challenges.” Ultimately, Bialik 
teams placed second and third or, as they preferred to say, “first in North 
America.” The Bialik prototypes included a showerhead equipped with a 
motion sensor and a smart web-based parking space reservation system.

This trip was also an opportunity to have years of classroom learn-
ing spring to life. One student said: “This was my first time in Israel.  
I learned Hebrew at school but I had never actually seen Hebrew outside 
of Bialik. But in Israel, it’s on street signs and in restaurants. It was 
fascinating to see.”

Reflecting on the obvious success of the program, Head of School Benjy 
Cohen said, “This is the ultimate in mission-based education. We married 
two of the most vital components of Bialik’s approach — STEM education 
and Israel engagement — to create a powerful experience that will have 
lasting impact for both the students and the school.”

“I LEARNED HEBREW AT SCHOOL  
BUT I HAD NEVER ACTUALLY  

SEEN HEBREW OUTSIDE OF BIALIK.  
BUT IN ISRAEL, IT’S ON STREET  
SIGNS AND IN RESTAURANTS. IT  

WAS FASCINATING TO SEE.”

STEM + 
ISRAEL
= BIALIK 
SUCCESS 

ISRAEL CONNECTION
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EDUCATION INNOVATION

STEM IS SHAPING  
OUR THINKING
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W hen Shoshana Taitz, Director 
of General Studies, speaks 
about Bialik’s STEM ap-

proach, you feel her passion. While most 
schools have introduced STEM as a sub-
ject, at Bialik, STEM is an approach to 
learning that is integrated into every 
grade, subject and classroom. 

She begins by explaining, “The STEM 
approach includes a commitment to the 
design thinking process and multi-disci-
plinary problem solving.” This means that 
students get very engaged in their projects, 
learning ways of thinking as well as techni-
cal and hands-on skills. Students learn to go 
through the five steps of the design think-
ing process and come up with their own 
creative ideas to solve the problem at hand. 

“We’re not just examining the problems 
of today,” adds Shoshana. “We’re solving 
the problems of tomorrow — like the im-
pending water crisis or the lack of farmland.”

STEM at Bialik is a springboard to 21st cen-
tury learning and provides a cohesive para-
digm to focus on solving real-world problems.

With the STEM approach applied 
throughout the curricula, students are 
taught to build meaningful learning 
skills. Students are engaged in collabo-
ration and critical thinking while dis-
playing resilience and openness. Better 
yet, they are learning to see failure as a 
necessary step to achieving an end goal. 

True to Bialik’s mission, the STEM ap-
proach has become a major component of 
Jewish Studies and is strengthening Bial-
ik’s connection to Israel. Last February, 
a group of Grade 8 students travelled to 
Israel to take part in a STEM competition 

(see page 7). The synergy of combining 
STEM and Israel created an experience 
that was far more impactful than either 
would have been on its own. 

Bialik students are working cooper-
atively with students in Eilat to solve 
problems faced in both their countries. 
For example, they are learning from the 
way Israel has tackled water scarcity and 
finding ways to apply this to future water 
issues in Canada. Another project involves 
joint learning about growing crops in ex-
treme weather conditions — Israel’s heat 
and Canada’s cold. 

“STEM has become a shared lan-
guage and the basis for a true partnership 
between the Bialik students and those in 
Israel,” says Shoshana.

Considering the ultimate aim of STEM at 
Bialik, she reveals, “My dream is that one 
day, Bialik alumni will return to the school 
and say they remember discussions about 
finding ways to meet tomorrow’s unknown 
challenges — and I hope to hear that’s ex-
actly what they are doing in their adult lives.”

EDUCATION INNOVATION

“WE’RE SOLVING 
THE PROBLEMS OF 
TOMORROW — LIKE 

THE IMPENDING  
WATER CRISIS 

OR THE LACK OF 
FARMLAND.”
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E ach year, specially selected 18 year-old 
emissaries from Israel join the Bialik com-
munity, giving our students a very per-

sonal glimpse of Israel through programming, 
songs, stories and conversation. 

The young Israelis come here as part of the UJA 
Federation’s ShinShin program, run in partnership 
with Jewish schools, synagogues and community 
organizations. The ShinShinim  (it’s an acronym for 
Shnat Sherut, a year of service) bring an enriching 
slice of Israeli life to our institutions and community. 

Bialik’s ShinShinim — two at each branch — are 
hosted by Bialik families for half a year at a time. To 
find out more about the hosting experience, we spoke 
with Jayne Elman and Irit Targonsky. They’re our 
Bialik parents responsible for recruiting hosts at the 
Viewmount and Himel Branches respectively, and 
have each hosted a ShinShin.

While hosting a teenager for six months may at 
first seem onerous, Jayne says, “You get more than 
you give and more than you can possibly imagine 
from the experience of being a host.”

Jayne can’t help smiling as she recalls the impact 
that hosting a ShinShin had on her family. “Your 
kids learn how good it feels to open your door to 
someone and they learn that, as Jews, we have a 
responsibility for one another. Most importantly, 

they learn to give of themselves without expecting 
anything in return,” she remarks. 

“It was so special for my kids,” Irit says fondly. 
“Whether it was when Noa, our ShinShinit, came with 
us on day trips or when she just spent time talking to 
them about her life in Israel, my kids got so much out 

of the experience.” 
The ShinShinim are remarkable. “You have to 

remember that these teens are the best of the best. 
They have been specially chosen from 2,000 appli-
cants,” explains Irit. “They are respectful, hard-
working and a joy to have in your home.”

The goals of the ShinShin program align perfect-
ly with the special emphasis that Bialik places on 
Israel and that becomes part of the hosting experi-

ence. “You create a human connection to Israel that 
you would never otherwise have had,” Jayne says. 
“It makes Israel seem closer.”

In the end, a ShinShin becomes part of the fam-
ily. “The time that Noa spent with my kids watch-
ing Israeli TV shows, listening to Israeli music and 
teaching them Hebrew has created a lifelong con-
nection,” enthuses Irit. “We still stay in touch.” 
Jayne agrees: “You eat together, cook together and 
talk about their experiences. It’s a very special, 
life-changing opportunity.” 

Hosting one of the ShinShinim really does present 
our families with great opportunities and requires 
no special qualifications or experience. As Jayne 
says, “All you really need to host a ShinShin is an 
open heart — and a spare bedroom.”

ISRAEL CONNECTION

“YOU GET MORE THAN 
YOU GIVE AND MORE 

THAN YOU CAN POSSIBLY 
IMAGINE FROM THE 

EXPERIENCE OF  
BEING A HOST.”

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
HOSTING OPPORTUNITIES, 
PLEASE CONTACT:
Jayne (Viewmount Branch)   
jayneelman@sympatico.ca  
or Irit (Himel Branch) 
ee.reet@gmail.com.

HOSTING SHINSHINIM
A Host of Opportunities
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H ave your children come home cheering  
and yelling out names like “Hebrew U” or 
“Haifa-Technion?” No, they’re not think-

ing ahead to their university choices, they’re show-
ing their ruach for Bialik’s House program. Started in 
2006, the house system at Bialik is a successful pro-
gram that unites Grade 2-8 students in an exciting 
spirit of camaraderie, Ahavat Israel and leadership.

“Houses are an opportunity to connect students in 
a way that is very different than the regular class-
room experience,” explains Blake Enzel, Vice Prin-
cipal of the Senior Division. “They create a sense of 
belonging within the larger school community.”

In Grade 2, students are assigned to one of the four 
houses, which are all named after Israeli universities. 
These names reinforce Bialik’s focus on cultivating 
Ahavat Israel (a love of Israel) and building Jewish 
identity. Siblings and cousins are all part of the same 

house, instilling a sense of family and community 
that is integral to the spirit of the school.

House activities throughout the year are a lot of fun 
for students as they earn points for their house while 
developing a friendly competitive spirit and a healthy 

sense of self-worth. “It’s fun getting everybody excit-
ed to come to school and do house events,” says cap-
tain Jamie Sugar. “We get to compete with other hous-
es and try to win.”

Houses also provide students with many leader-
ship opportunities, such as being captains and ban-
ner keepers, where they can develop their skills and a 
sense of responsibility. “I wanted to become a house 
captain to take on a leadership role,” shares house 
captain Ethan Reiken. “I can take part in something 
important within the school and get other students 
involved with programs.”

“The house system is accessible to everyone,” says 
Blake. “If math is really hard or history is really hard, 
you get to use a different skill set when you are com-
peting in your house. You may be developing a cheer 
or working with your teammates, and this gives you 
a new place to shine.”

OUR STUDENTS

HOUSES MAKE BIALIK  
A SECOND HOME

“HOUSES ARE AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO 

CONNECT STUDENTS 
IN A WAY THAT IS VERY 
DIFFERENT THAN THE 
REGULAR CLASSROOM 

EXPERIENCE.”
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ALUMNI PROFOUR STUDENTS

WINNING MOMENTS
We all shep naches when our students do well and we love to share these stories. 
Here are a few of our proud moments.

Mazal tov to Samuel Gwosdy, Canada’s 2019 Bible Contest Champion, who 
won the National Chidon HaTanach in Montreal. In the months running up to 
the contest, he and his teammates — at both Himel and Viewmount Branches 
— met weekly with their coach, Hannah Isaac, who kept them fuelled and en-
gaged with bagels, cream cheese and bible stories. We are so proud of Samuel, 
who was then in Grade 6, as well as all Bialik team members for their dedication 
and hard work in preparing for the contest.

Five Himel students were thrilled to be announced as winners of the 2019 
JMW Student Art Contest, part of Jewish Music Week in Toronto. With many 
outstanding entries, it wasn’t easy for the judges to make their selection. As we 
heard from the Chair, Cheryl Cappe, “The judges considered each entry care-
fully with attention to skill as well as its relevance to this year’s theme, How 
Jewish Music Makes Me Feel.”

MAZAL TOV TO:
Sloane Diamond (then in Grade 3): First Place 
Yam Erez (then in Grade 3): Second Place 
Liora Melzer (then in Grade 3): Third Place 
Jessica Zak (then in Grade 5): Honourable Mention 
Danna Nicole Freiman (then in Grade 6): First Place

CANADIAN  
BIBLE  
CHAMPION

ART 
COMPETITION 
WINNERS
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OUR STUDENTS

Sarit Nagel and Hadasse Kernerman (then in Grade 7), distinguished them-
selves by winning the Toronto-wide 2019 Jewish Day School Robotics Competi-
tion. They impressed the judges with their clean and accurate coding and their 
perseverance. They won an additional award for the most creative design.

Collaboration and teamwork were essential to their success. Says Sarit, “Ha-
dasse and I worked really well together. Our programs were very complex to 
make the robot do what we wanted it to do. We won the competition because our 
robot completed the most tasks the fastest.”

“For each challenge,” explains Hadasse, “we had to do different tasks with the 
robot’s arm. So, instead of using the same arm, we decided to change the arms for 
each challenge. This would make them the most efficient and effective for what 
they had to do. These tasks included making the robot follow a line and then lift 
something, or push something into a spot, or move through a maze.”

CREATIVE 
ROBOTICS 
WINNERS

Kol HaKavod to Grade 5 student Ryan Grevler, for placing 48th out of the 
11,528 Grade 5 and 6 students from around the world who wrote the 2019 
Caribou Math Contest. Ryan’s success is owed to his keen number sense and 
ability to tackle problems in interesting and creative ways. 

 Teacher Rebekah Houpt, who works with Ryan in Math Club, says, “Ryan’s 
approach to math is unique in the way he embraces and welcomes a challenge. In 
the Caribou Contest, students never know the types of problems they will face, 
and Ryan is able to approach each question from multiple angles. His is always 
willing to put in the work and persist in problem solving.” 

 Ryan’s approach to math is a shining example of the growth mindset that 
Bialik imparts to our students, and we are so proud of his success.

SUCCESS IN  
THE CARIBOU 
MATH CONTEST 
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LESSONS IN TRADITION
FAMILY SPOTLIGHT

H ow did two teachers in the public sector 
choose to send their children to Bialik? 

Miriam Sieradzki admits it was a 
bit of a “hard sell” to convince husband Steven 
Leder to send their children to Bialik. Though 
public school teachers themselves, Sieradzki had 
a meaningful, formative experience as a student 
at the Jewish People’s Elementary School and 
Bialik High School in Montreal. Though Steven 
attended Associated Hebrew Schools of Toronto, 
he was less inclined — initially.

Fast forward seven years and this couple is 
among the school’s most passionate champions. 
With their son, Coby, in Grade 5 and their daughter, 
Sierra, in Grade 3 at the Himel Branch, they extol 
Bialik’s dedication to social justice and character 

building, in addition to the creativity and rigour of 
its academic program.

So how do two teachers in the public sector 
keep their feet in both educational worlds? 

“I had a very traditional upbringing,” says 
Miriam, who teaches Grade 6. “I always had an 
appreciation for Israel and I wanted the same for 
my kids.” Bialik’s values also resonate for Steven, 
a 22-year veteran educator.

“Even though I’m a teacher, school isn’t just 
about academics,” says Miriam. A project that 
had a big impact on Coby in Senior Kindergarten 
focused on a former Bialik student who was ill at 
SickKids. “If my son sees a guy on the road with a 
can, he wants to help. He’s developing a genuine 
kindness and an open heart.”

As well, she finds opportunities to apply some 
of Bialik’s innovative interpretation of the Ontario 
Curriculum at her own school. “I saw what Bialik 
was doing in Grade 1 and 2 math; it was really 
centred on taking challenges and building a 
growth mindset. I asked if I could show my own 
principal what we were doing,” she says. 

Most importantly, Bialik’s focus on personal 
attention is a singular offering. “The daily 
communication is just different,” she says. Having 
teachers or even the principal say, ‘Do you know 
what Coby did today to help out another student?’ 
is so special. They’re always pointing out the 
positive in both my kids. We feel like a big family; 
it’s more than just a school.” 

“I ALWAYS HAD AN 
APPRECIATION 

FOR ISRAEL AND I 
WANTED THE SAME 

FOR MY KIDS.”
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EDUCATION THAT 
COMES FULL CIRCLE
I t was a magic moment. Grade 8 student Oliv-

ia Kramer offered a tribute to her 96-year-old 
great-grandfather and Holocaust survivor Saul 

Miller (who, sadly, passed away soon after), as part 
of the school’s Yom HaShoah assembly in May. Her 
brother Cole, then in Grade 6, stood close by his “Little 
Zaidie,” who lit a memorial candle.

“It’s moments like these that make Bialik so spe-
cial for our family,” reflects the students’ mother, 
Melissa Kramer.

“We love the way that Bialik teaches the whole 
child,” she says. “Children learn important Jewish 
values; they learn respect; they learn our traditions 
and where we come from. But that’s not all — with 
Bialik’s forward-thinking approach, their emphasis 
on innovation and the use of technology, we see how 
the school comes full circle.”

It’s a fitting legacy, therefore, that Melissa and her 
husband, Justin, chose to name the Kramer Family 
Think Tank in Viewmount’s Aronson Family STEM 
Learning Commons. The Kramers are very happy to 
be providing a space where students will be able to 
work together, use the technology they need, and 
find ways to make their (even crazy) ideas happen.

“Seeing the school evolve its approach to educa-
tion is a value that’s close to us,” says Justin. “The 
current system can be too linear for many kids — 
subject by subject, grade by grade.” 

A financial-services entrepreneur and South 
African native, he remembers his university days, at 
a time when the education system didn’t nurture or 
reward innovation. “I was running a business when 
I was meant to be studying,” Justin says. He wel-
comes the STEM approach, with its hands-on, prob-
lem-based collaborative work, integrating technol-
ogy and design thinking to enhance the curriculum.

Melissa, who is co-chair of Bialik’s Annual Cam-
paign, is a passionate champion of the school’s sup-
port for the unique learning style of each child. For 
example, Cole was initially unsure of participating 
in the annual Yiddish Night. “He was not too hap-
py about it, but now he’s doing a Yiddish rap and he 
comes home so excited! I love the way the school was 
able to engage him.” 

Olivia graduated to TanenbaumCHAT this year, but 
still misses Bialik’s warm and supportive environ-
ment. True to her own style, she enjoyed great lead-
ership opportunities at Bialik, notably as the Student 
Council event coordinator. “She’s a real self-starter 
and was always so excited about what she was learn-
ing,” says Melissa. 

Justin and Melissa are delighted Cole will have 
opportunities to use the Aronson Family STEM 
Learning Commons, as will their niece and nephew, 
Alex in Grade 5 and Cooper in Grade 3. “It warms my 
heart to think about the impact that Bialik has on our 
kids — as Jews and as learners,” says Melissa.

FAMILY SPOTLIGHT
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OUR ALUMNI

F or Aaron Schwebel’02, the similarities between music and language 
are profound. “They both have grammar and fluidity,” he remarks, 
“and turning musical notes into a melody is like using words to speak 

full sentences.” It’s not surprising that Aaron, who is the Concertmaster with 
the National Ballet of Canada as well as the Associate Concertmaster with the 
Canadian Opera Company, associates his study of four languages at Bialik with 
his proficiency as a violinist.

Looking back, Aaron makes strong connections between his musical 
development and his years at Bialik. “Flexing the intellectual 

muscles needed to learn multiple languages was good for my 
growth in music. Mimicry and making aural connections are 
important to learning both music and languages.” 

Beyond just languages, Aaron remembers Bialik as a 
“well-rounded environment that encouraged overall growth.” 

There were certain teachers who made a mark on his develop-
ment. Mrs. Mendelaoui established the perfect balance between 

a firm hand and nurturing support. “I learned a lot about right 
and wrong from her,” he notes. “Madame Young (now the 

Himel Branch Principal) made me realize I was good at 
languages but, more importantly, she was always 

interested in our lives outside of school. 
Her humour and humanity went a 

long way,” he recalls.
 

After Bialik, Aaron attended University of Toronto Schools (UTS) and went on to 
earn his bachelor’s degree in music at McGill University, where he received the 
Schulich School of Music’s Golden Violin Award. While pursuing his master’s 
degree at Indiana University, he began playing with the Kuttner Quartet, Indi-
ana’s resident string quartet. This was when his career took off, with multiple 
opportunities for Aaron to play with prestigious 
orchestras, ensembles and chamber groups.

The “musicality of language” is some-
thing that he still thinks about. “I see 
playing violin with other performers as 
a conversation. Having the opportunity 
to learn languages at Bialik introduced 
me to rhythm, inflection, sound and 
gesture — all of which are essential 
to music.” Bravo, Bialik.

LANGUAGE OF MUSIC
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I t’s not often that you find a young millennial who is as well versed 
in engineering as she is in the world of venture capitalism; but then, 
Isabel Hazan’12 is not your average twenty-one-year-old. Isabel’s 

trajectory from Bialik grad to STEM trailblazer is filled with accolades that 
would make anyone proud. And she’s just getting started. 

Isabel is currently in her fourth year at Queen’s University, where 
she is studying Applied Mathematics and Mechanical Engineering on a 
Schulich Leader Scholarship. She has numerous awards to her credit, such 
as the Cansbridge Fellowship — a prestigious international internship 
program that has taken her from Silicon Valley to Singapore. She has 
also participated in the Queen’s Innovation Centre Summer Initiative that 
mentors students on how to launch their own ventures.

She says that math and science were always “her thing” while studying 
at Bialik, but it was also Bialik’s focus on critical thinking and being a self-
starter that helped propel her to success. “I think that the Science Fair is 
probably the most beneficial thing that I did at Bialik. It was difficult at 
the time, but it really made us step into our potential, take initiative, come 
up with our own ideas and execute them. There are a lot of elements to it. 
When I think of it now, I am shocked that I did it as a thirteen-year-old.”

Isabel attributes her determination to her day-school education: “I 
think the Jewish education system really pushes students and puts them 
on a path of learning to challenge themselves.” 

She chose to go into the most difficult stream of engineering at Queen’s, 
with the confidence that the foundation and logic she’s developing could 
be applied across multiple fields in the future.

“I figured out pretty quickly that engineering is not necessarily the end 
game for me. I’m interested in venture capital or a smaller corporation where 
I would be able to really move the needle and make a more significant impact 
with my work. There is a big demand for engineers in business roles.”

Indeed, Isabel has already lined up an exciting position that will start this 
August after graduation. She will be working with Leaders Fund, a Canadian 
Venture Capital firm backed by business mogul and philanthropist, Seymour 
Schulich, and we can’t wait to see where it takes her.

OUR ALUMNI

SUCH 
GREAT 
HEIGHTS
The successful trajectory of a 
self-starting STEM star
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J ared James’01 knew, early on, he would follow a 
road less travelled by fellow Bialik peers. He owns 
Timberline Farm, on 149 acres in Harriston, On-

tario, selling grass-fed beef directly to his customers. 
More than half his property is dedicated to wildlife 
habitat conservation, with a focus on tree planting.

The youngest of three Bialik siblings, he grad-
uated with a passion for the environment. This 
interest was further bolstered by time spent as a 
canoe tripper at summer camp. He started out as 
an ecology major at the University of Guelph but 
graduated with a degree in natural resources, re-
alizing this shift would afford an opportunity for 
further field work.

“I was visiting everything from quarries and for-
estry operations to farms and municipal waste man-

agement facilities,” he says. “It gave me a very strong 
understanding of how we’re harvesting resources to 
a degree that’s not necessarily sustainable.”

Encouraged by his studies, Jared spent more 
time at his family’s farm, which his grandfa-
ther had purchased after escaping from Germany 
during the Second World War. The farm had been 
developed for agriculture in the 1800s, but had 
been uninhabited for decades.

“I had a fairly unique opportunity; I realized we 
had in our possession a huge, underutilized re-
source,” says Jared. “Not everybody can raise cows 
the way I do because you need lots of land and it’s 
extremely expensive these days. I wasn’t an ex-
pert, but I knew I could make a reasonable go of 
things and, hopefully, be successful.”

While aquaponics wasn’t in the curriculum when 
he attended Bialik, nor was a greenhouse part of the 
facilities, Jared appreciates that his Jewish education 
helped nurture his passion for land stewardship.

“My first introduction was Tu B’Shvat,” he 
says. “That celebration instilled in me the value 
that planting trees is a good thing. I don’t know of 
other religions where holidays specifically revolve 
around that type of mitzvah. [I learned that] you 
plant trees as a legacy. We also learned about the 
Kibbutz system, a successful example of commu-
nal farming and living off the land.”

So too is Jared’s success with sustainable farm-
ing another example of a lesson well learned and a 
legacy for future generations.

LIVING OFF 
THE LAND
The seeds of passion for sustainable farming 
were sown young

OUR ALUMNI

“I HAD A 
FAIRLY UNIQUE 
OPPORTUNITY; 
I REALIZED WE 

HAD IN OUR 
POSSESSION 

A HUGE, 
UNDERUTILIZED 

RESOURCE.”
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REUNITED  
AND IT FEELS  
SO GOOD’
S o, what have you all been up to for 

the past 43 years?” That’s the big 
question Gordon Hecker’76 asked 

his former Bialik classmates when he 
decided to organize a reunion.

Currently living in Ohio, Gordon 
dreamed up the plan while back in To-
ronto visiting his old Bialik friend, Rich-
ard Berg, last year. “We’d only seen each 
other twice since Grade 8; it was so nice 
reconnecting that it made me want to 
bring the whole gang together,” he says. 
A small group got together at Brahm 
Godel’s home to begin organizing their 
special reunion. Using a trusty combi-
nation of Facebook, LinkedIn, Google — 
and their mothers — they managed to 
contact almost all of the 47 classmates. 

Thanks to their quest to reunite the 
graduating class of 1976, 25 Bialik alum-
ni got together for a meaningful and 
memory-filled weekend of revelry and 
reflection on September 14 and 15, 2019.

The class had maintained varying 
degrees of connection to the school. Many 
hadn’t seen each other since graduation. 
Others had sent their children to Bialik 
or had served as lay leaders within the 
community. Some had reconnected more 
recently at a farewell party for longtime 
teacher Ziona Hagler. 

Those who made the trip came from 
as far afield as Houston, Boston, Pitts-
burgh and beyond. They went home 
with a labour-of-love reunion dossier, 
containing detailed biographies and 
photos of their classmates.

The weekend’s festivities included a 
Saturday evening dinner at Sari Stitt’s 
home, where they shared life stories 
and fond memories. The group remi-

nisced about playing jokes on each oth-
er, playing tennis-ball soccer at recess, 
and year-end pool parties.

The next morning, a group of 15 vis-
ited Bialik’s Viewmount Branch, re-
calling that the original school had only 
a single hallway, which now houses 
Viewmount’s Kindergarten. 

When Marvin Lean, who has served 
on the Bialik Board and headed the 
alumni committee, encouraged the 
reunion group to come in for a tour, he 
was excited to show off the beautiful 
new facilities. As expected, everyone 
was impressed, but what he hadn’t 
anticipated was the rush of emotion 
that familiar spots would evoke. “The 
original floors with the red and green 
terrazzo connected the group to their 
past and brought back strong memories 
of their days in school. We took a 
picture in that place; it really brought 
us back, physically, to our memories.” 

Bialik’s Director of Development, 
Heather Gutmann, found it heart-
warming to show the group around the 
school. “I initially thought their visit 
was about coming back to see how the 
school has grown and how the facilities 
are now state of the art,” she says. “But 
the truth was that the alumni were just 
so happy to be together in the school. 
It was wonderful to see how much they 
loved Bialik and how the small memo-
ries are really the big ones.”

Certainly, more connections will be 
made in the future. Already, this past No-
vember, there was a second reunion in Is-
rael, including classmates who’ve made 
Aliyah, together with Gordon Hecker.

“

OUR ALUMNI

REUNIONS SPARK JOY!
Are you a Bialik alum? Are you wondering what your classmates 
have been doing since graduation? Would you like to get your class 
back together? As Gordon Hecker’76 said, “The joy associated with 
reconnecting was incredible.”  

To organize a reunion for your graduating class, visit bialik.ca/alumni

‘
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OUR ALUMNI

Our alumni have had a wonderful range of experiences since graduation — from young alumni 
doing impressive things in their careers, to our more mature, accomplished alumni who have had 
years of life and career experience. Here, we share some of their special celebrations.

ARIEL WAKS’06  
AND ZACHARY TOBE

ZACHARY DANILEWITZ‘08  
AND RACHEL LIPKOWITZ

SIMCHAS  
AND STORIES

BIALIK ALUMNI 
ARE FAMILY AND 
WE WANT TO HEAR 
FROM YOU! 
Update us. Send us pictures. Come to special 
events. Host class reunions. Share your 
special memories. If your heart beats Bialik 
blue, visit bialik.ca/alumni

YOAV COHEN-RIMMER’07  
AND SARA LEVINE

EVE HUROWITZ‘06  
AND ADAM JERUSALIM
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OUR ALUMNI

Parents Jeremey Goldlist‘02  
and Danielle Schwebel 

LILA 
EMMY

Parents Jon Peck‘03  
and Lesley Peck

AVERY 
MADELYN

Parents Laurel (Sas) Cohen ‘03 
and Matt Cohen

JAX 
SPENCER

COOPER 
JAMES

Parents Alyssa Tanz‘03  
and Evan Malach

HALLE 
BEA

Parents Rachel Gropper‘96  
and Paul Tenenbein

CHARLOTTE 
FRANKIE

Parents Rebecca Joffe’92  
and Joshua Hersh 

KARLY 
HELENA

Parents Sophie Gottesman‘03  
and Bryan Flatt 

HENRY  
LEV

Parents Marlie (Waks) Cohen‘01  
and David Cohen

LILY 
SCARLETT

Parents Carly (Gallinger) Zuk‘01  
and Seth Zuk

HARRY 
DAVID

Parents Rebecca Cherniak‘02  
and Noah Kochman

TALIA 
GABRIELLE 

MEIRA

Parents Shauna (Waltman) Bornstein‘94  
and Jeremy Bornstein 

LEVI 
HUNTER

Parents Jacquie Schwartz‘96  
and Adam Stecher

KERI 
REBECCA

Parents Martin Politzer‘03 and  
Samantha Politzer

ADDY 
SHAE

LOGAN 
PARKER

CECILLA 
DAISY

Parents Nate Tchaplia‘02  
and Sarah Kreisman

Parents Adam Toby-Blankenstein’06  
and Simmi Toby-Blankenstein

CHASE 
GABRIEL

Parents Marni Blustein’03 
and Michael Wolkowitz
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FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION

There’s huge excitement in the air as students enter the gym on Grandpar-
ents and Special Friends Days. Bubbies, zaidies, grandpas, grandmas and spe-
cial friends stand and wave (often with both hands) when the kids enter, sharing 
enormous, loving hugs when the kids find their way to their family’s table. These 
are precious moments and Bialik welcomes the opportunity to bring students 
and grandparents together in shared Jewish learning.

PRECIOUS  
MOMENTS WITH 
GRANDPARENTS 
AND SPECIAL 
FRIENDS

“Grandparents Day connects the generations. By in-
cluding grandparents, the school involves the whole 
family. We want our grandchildren to keep the Jewish 
traditions, to have a love for Israel and to understand 
the importance of family. When I see what my grand-
children are learning, it makes me cry because we gave 
a Jewish education to our kids and now they are doing 
the same for theirs.”

“Grandparents Day at Bialik allows us to interact with 
our grandsons and see different aspects of their edu-
cation. They are so proud of what they are learning and 
their enthusiasm is so rewarding to us. And, we are able 
to share the experience with other grandparents. What 
we see our grandchildren learning at Bialik is amaz-
ing. In addition to Hebrew, as well as Jewish heritage 
and customs, the school provides a strong platform for 
children to grow and flourish in this diverse, compli-
cated and challenging world.”

ALLAN  
AND  

DEBRA  
AGINSKY

JERRY 
AND 
JUDY 

NAIBERG
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FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION
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BOARD PROFILE

T he demands associated with being the 
President of Bialik’s Board of Directors are 
certainly profound, but Rochelle Waxman 

expects to get as much, if not more, than she gives.
Now in her third term on the Board, Rochelle 

previously led the development of the school’s 
strategic plan, was a member of the Head of School 
Support and Evaluation Committee and served on 
the Finance and Governance Committees. 

At the same time, she has pursued a successful 
career and is currently the Director of People and 
Culture for Telus’ wireless business division.

In balancing her very busy life, she focuses on 
the positive. “I am so impressed by the passion, 
commitment and intellect of my fellow board 
members,” she enthuses. “There is a collaborative 
spirit, a respect for diversity of thought, and the 
desire to always strive for better.” 

While leading the board represents a huge 
commitment, her attention is drawn to what she gets 

from the experience. She explains, “My involvement 
at Bialik is providing me with a great deal of personal 
growth and development.” In addition, she has 
experienced other benefits of serving on the Board. 
“Meeting with other day school and community 
leaders has allowed me to learn so much.”

Her commitment to Bialik has, in large part, 
been driven by the impact the school has had on her 
daughters — Hallie in Grade 7 and Maya in Grade 5. 
Rochelle is impressed by the way “they have become 
critical thinkers, are filled with curiosity and have 
developed a growth mindset — as well as a love for 
Israel.” 

Rochelle sees leading the Board as an opportunity 
to be a great role model for her daughters. “I’m a 
working mom, taking care of them and giving back 
to the school,” she says. Even more, she considers 
serving on the Board as an extension of parenting. “My 
girls know that I’m out of the house with particular 
purpose and the intent to do good for the school.”

MEET OUR 
NEW BOARD 
PRESIDENT
Introducing Rochelle Waxman in her  
new leadership role

WE WELCOME NEW 
MEMBERS OF THE 
BIALIK BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS FOR 
2019-21:
Robert Levine 
Stephen Libin 
Mark Nightingale’79 
Joanna (Spinner) Shore’89 
Leah (Teitelbaum) Zilnik’94 
Amy Weizman 
Julie Zylberlicht
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A n ounce of prevention is worth a pound 
of cure. That’s Bialik’s approach when it 
comes to supporting students and families 

grappling with the complex and inevitable anxieties 
of growing up. 

Thanks to the leadership of expert counsellors, 
Debra Danilewitz and Laura Mincer, families benefit 
from the latest innovations in research and coping 
strategies, setting students up for a lifetime of 
emotional well-being. 

“Anxiety can interfere with the daily functioning 
of students  and can make school difficult for them,” 
says Debra, Himel’s School Counsellor who has been 
at Bialik for 25 years.“Children show their anxiety 
in different ways.” Her goal is to teach students 
and their parents strategies for managing anxiety. 
“One way is to teach children relaxation techniques 
to help them better manage the tension in their 
bodies,” Debra says. “I help them change from being 
a ‘worrier’ to being a ‘warrior.’” 

Debra is completing her PhD at York University, 
doing research on therapeutic literature and 
mindfulness for children. She coaches students to do 
frequent, calming self-checks throughout the day to 
recalibrate and let their emotions settle. She teaches 
them the vocabulary necessary for emotional literacy. 
They are taught to label their emotions as they arise, 
to self regulate and to think before responding. 

At the Viewmount Branch, Laura Mincer has 
been School Counsellor for four years, bringing a 
perspective on managing anxiety that parents and 
students find extremely useful. Laura is passionate 
about the work of acclaimed New Hampshire-
based psychotherapist and author, Lynn Lyons, an 
expert in helping families manage anxiety disorders. 
Having done clinical training and supervision with 
Lyons, Laura praises her skills-based model — since 
adopted by Bialik — for the powerful way it allows 
students to change their relationship to worry.

“This model is incredibly effective,” says Laura. 
“The approach focuses on how kids worry (the 

process of worrying), not why kids worry (the 
content of the worry). Lyons’ model is both hopeful 
and optimistic, as it teaches that anxiety and worry 
are not permanent conditions, but that they are a 
normal part of growing and learning. The model 
empowers students to externalize and “talk back” to 
their worry, while simultaneously building concrete 
skills they can use to manage and cope with anxiety 
when it shows up. 

Laura believes that when we are able to interrupt 
and change the way our students think about and 
respond to worry, then they can begin to better 
manage anxiety in the long-term.

Last year, Lynn Lyons led professional development 
workshops for our teachers and provided a well-
received session for parents. It was an opportunity 
for parents to learn the language of emotional 

literacy and to develop a consistent vocabulary at 
home and at school. 

Debra reinforces that it is key to involve the family 
when helping students. “Parents are critical role 
models and partners in our practice,” says Debra. 
“We offer them conscious parenting strategies, 
so they can model responding mindfully to their 
children rather than being reactive.”

FACULTY FEATURES

“I HELP THEM  
CHANGE FROM BEING  
A ‘WORRIER’ TO BEING  

A ‘WARRIOR.’ ”

SUPPORTING STUDENT 
WELLNESS
An expert counselling team arms Bialik families with powerful strategies for emotional literacy
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FACULTY FEATURES

H er name means “my light” — and longtime 
Bialik teacher Orly Negrin has certainly shone 
the way for several generations of students. 

Most remarkably, her former Grade 2 student, Jennie 
Kelman (Howard), has come full circle, now teaching 
Grade 1 and 2 classes with Orly at the Himel Branch.

“Orly is one of those people who just exudes zip 
and energy and light,” says Jennie, a graduate of 
Western University’s Faculty of Education, who had 
no idea she’d end up sharing a class with her former 
teacher when she applied to teach at Bialik five years 
ago. The two taught Grade 1 together for two years, 
with Orly instructing in Hebrew and Jennie in En-
glish. This year, they’re teaching the same students 
in separate classes.

“I couldn’t believe it when Jennie walked into the 
staffroom,” says Orly, who has taught at Bialik for 
26 years and remembers her former student as bub-
bly and outgoing. “I’m so proud of Jennie and her 
accomplishments as a teacher” says Orly, praising 
her colleague’s professionalism and fearlessness. 

For her part, Jennie is continually inspired by 
her former teacher’s consistency. “When we work 
together, I always feel like I’m having a flashback,” 
says Jennie. “Orly looks and sounds the same as she 
did when I was a student. I remember having some 
challenges with Hebrew but Orly made me feel like 
everything was, and is, attainable. She has a way of 
walking through the door that lights up the whole 
room and I’m blessed to work with her.”

Nicknamed the “dynamic duo” by Bialik parents, 
the team also finds its students are a bit mystified 
by their relationship. “The kids look at us in dis-
belief that I once taught Jennie,” says Orly. “They 
can’t quite figure out how this could be.”

Jennie and Orly are more than just colleagues. 
The relationship, built on professional respect and 
camaraderie, is also a friendship after hours.  This 
past summer, Jennie invited Orly’s family to come 
up to the Muskoka camp where she works. They 
also speak frequently to collaborate on teaching 
practices. Indeed, it’s an ongoing connection that 
continues to evolve.

Says Jennie: “I learned from her as a student and 
now I’m learning from her as a teacher. I hope I still 
have her passion for teaching in 30 years.”

SHARING A 
LEARNING 
JOURNEY
Former Bialik student and teacher are  
now colleagues and friends
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H ow do children learn to shift their world view from “me” to “we”? 
A passionate group of Senior Division students, in Bialik’s Me to 
We Club, is addressing this issue as the students work together to 

create change in the world.
“I joined the Me to We Club because I want to educate others about the 

problems going on in the world and how we can all help make the world 
a better place,” explains Grade 7 student Sam Gwosdy. “You get to raise 
awareness and show people within your school that you care,” adds Isla 
Freeman (Grade 6).

The club’s model is based on the work of brothers Marc and Craig 
Kielburger, originally of Free the Children, aiming to inspire students to 
organize around issues and charities that matter most to them. Our students 
meet weekly to create two fundraising campaigns per year — one for a  local 
cause and one to support a global cause. Students research, organize and run 
the fundraising entirely on their own, with support and supervision from 
volunteer staff members to provide guidance along the way. 

The Me to We Club started at Bialik four years ago and has been remarkably 
successful in igniting student interest throughout the school. Club 
members’ passion, combined with messages of awareness and achievable 
actions, have really resonated with students in all grades. In recent years, 
Bialik students have supported international causes in countries such as 
Haiti and Tanzania and local causes closer to home, including Toronto’s 
Out of the Cold.

“The Senior Division Me to We Club members have committed their time 
and energy to various tzedakah campaigns at Bialik,” shares Viewmount 
Branch Principal, Jake Gallinger. “These fundraising initiatives, run for 
students, by students, have raised thousands of dollars for meaningful 
causes all around the world.”

In the fall, club members prepared presentations on various organizations 
they were interested in and then voted to choose which important local cause 
to support. The club has made great headway on this year’s first campaign 
that will benefit Chasdei Kaduri, a large volunteer-run Jewish organization 
that provides free weekly food delivery to thousands of needy Jewish families 
in the GTA. 

“We are consistently so impressed by the quality of classroom 
programming created by our Me to We Club,” says Jake. “When our 
students can make meaningful connections to the organization that has 
been chosen, they are motivated to raise funds. The students in our Me 
to We Club consistently act as role models for their younger peers and we 
are very proud of their efforts.” 

A highlight for the club members is attending WE Day, a stadium event 
that boasts world-renowned speakers and performers to inspire students at 
the beginning of each academic year. “WE Day was amazing,” shared Adi 
Eder (Grade 7). “There are a lot of famous people and influencers that come 
together and talk about different charities and organizations that they like.” 

“When I left We Day, because this is my first time being in the Me to We 
Club, I felt very inspired to change the world,” adds Corey Bensky (Grade 
7). “It’s not just about raising money. It’s also about raising awareness and 
giving people knowledge about the causes that we’re supporting.”

GIVING BACK

“IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT RAISING MONEY. 
IT’S ALSO ABOUT RAISING AWARENESS AND 
GIVING PEOPLE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE 

CAUSES THAT WE’RE SUPPORTING. ”

ME TO WE 
CLUB
Where tzedakah is run for students, by students
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TANGIBLE TZEDAKAH:  
SOCIAL ACTION IN ACTION
W hen it comes to tzedakah at Bialik, it’s 

not just talk for our Grade 2 to 5 fami-
lies, it’s action — Social Action in Ac-

tion to be exact. 
Knowing how hard it is for parents to find mean-

ingful volunteer activities for their young kids, our 
Social Action in Action program was created last year, 
in the spirit of Tikkun Olam, for Grade 2 to 5 fami-
lies. We partnered with the UJA Federation to give our 
young students opportunities to give back to their 
community through hands-on volunteer experiences.

This program has taken us to a wide variety of 
wonderful community charities and has provided 
families with many great experiences.

Families have put their hands in the soil as they 
helped farm fruits and vegetables at Shoresh’s Kava-
nah Garden, happy to know that the produce would 
be donated to the Chasdei Kaduri Jewish Food Bank. 

They have gained empathy for others’ challenges 

while having fun playing adaptive sportball with chil-
dren with special needs at Kayla’s Children Centre. 

At DANI, a centre that develops and nurtures inde-
pendence for adults with special needs, they took part in 
rousing Chanukah celebrations with DANI’s participants. 

They helped campers with health issues get ready 
for summer at Chai Lifeline’s Camp Lifeline, making 
friendship keychains and preparing backpacks filled 
with items to enhance the camp experience.

Modelling ways to give back and make a difference 
is a priority for Bialik families, and our parent volun-
teers have taken ownership of organizing the Social 
Action in Action events. “It’s a wonderful way for 
our family to volunteer in the community and learn 
about local Jewish organizations,” explains Katie 
Waks, one of the passionate committee members. 
“Teaching children about volunteerism and commu-
nity involvement at a young age is important to us.” 

For dedicated parent coordinator, Leah Baruch, a 

highlight is seeing her daughter feeling empowered 
by volunteering in her community. “Social Action 
in Action brings together people in the true sense of 
community and kindness,” says Leah. “It is so spe-
cial to experience this together and incredible to see 
what an impact it makes on my child, and how she 
sees herself as capable of making a difference in the 
world around her. ”

Leah’s daughter Mia, a Grade 3 student, puts it this 
way: “My favourite part of Social Action in Action 
is that we can help other families that don’t have as 
much as we do. Some of them maybe need food or 
their kids have health issues. It’s amazing how all 
these programs can really help another kid or family.” 

It’s this shared learning of the value of tzedakah 
that has made the Social Action in Action program 
so successful. Adds Mia, “It’s so nice to be able to 
help out. It’s the little things that we do that can re-
ally help somebody.”

GIVING BACK
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OUR GENEROUS DONORS

ANNUAL 
CAMPAIGN 
DONORS

Donations received from  
July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019

In support of capital enhancements, 
tuition support and signature 
educational initiatives

Anonymous (2)

Yoel and Karen Abells

Hillel and Hanna Abergel

Shalomi and Devra Abraham

Benjamin Abramov and Shari Golberg

Wayne and Mandy Abramsohn

Mitchell Adelstein and Jennifer Kaufman 

Adam and Martha Agensky

Naomi Alexandroff Brest

Eli Alter and Jessica Fenton 

Seth and Michele Alter

Yoel and Galit Altman

David Altshuller and Rebecca Cash

Dana Amar

Irit Amar

Eitan Amir and Adi Shvalbe 

Merav Anafi

Adam and Revital Anava

Joanne Anderson

Jake and Vivian Anhang

Mark and Karen Anhang

Gerry Anklewicz

Mark Appelby and Kori Levitt 

Jeffrey Appleby and Shayna Rosenbaum

Allen and Michelle Aptekar

Ryan Arnstein

Ronnie and Debra Aronson and Family

Shelley Arrowsmith

Avi Chai Foundation

Candice Bacal

Deborah Bacal

Jeremy and Dara Back

Adrian Baker and Sarah Beder

Marc and Debbie Baker

Michael and Sherri Baker

Linda Balboul

Donna and Barry Bank

Assaf and Shirley Bar-Menachem

Adi Barel

Henry Barkin

Morry and Sabrina Barmak

Alex Barnes

Jeremy and Leah Baruch

Michael and Tammy Baruch

Yael Baruch

Shelby Baum

Todd Beallor and Catherine Weinberg

Bram and Ilana Belzberg

Samuel Benchitrit and Sharon Telem

Richard Bennett and Lisa Lipkin

Alan and Jennifer Bensky

Gary Bensky

Jack Benzacar and Andrea Somers

Steven and Deborah Bergson

Michael and Liora Betsalel

Bialik PTA - Viewmount

Bialik Social and Gift Fund

Samuel Biback and Deena Cohen Biback

Michael Binder and Jackie Saltsman

Tara Bines

Roy and Ronny Birnboim

Samuel Blaichman and Jessica Bortnick

Lorne Bloomberg and Jodeme Goldhar

Nicole Bloomberg

Karl and Fran Blumfald

Steven and Myra Blustein

Richard Bockner and Leslie Gelfand

Jeremy and Shauna Bornstein

Cora Brady

Abby Brass

Andrew and Kari Bratt

Mark and Candice Braun

Marlene Brickman

Daniel Brodsky and Ann Weiszmann

The Edward Bronfman Memorial Fund 

Allon and Pnina Bross

David and Taryn Bross

Daniel and Jessica Browman

Jeffrey and Jennifer Brown

Jesse Brown

Lorne Burger and Ashley Faust 

Elana Caplan

Lauren Caplan

Joshua and Helaina Cappel

Daniel and Jessica Carman

Michelle Carroll

Giacomo Cascone and Tiki Madar

Aaron Cash and Erin Klinghoffer

Barry Cayen and Dara Maker 

Daniella Chai

Leo and Bayla Chaikof

OUR GENEROUS  DONORS
We are grateful to our generous community for supporting Bialik this past year. Your gifts have provided wonderful opportunities for our students and have 

demonstrated your commitment to our Jewish values, academic excellence and innovation. Thank you for helping us nurture the next generation of Canadian and 
Jewish community leaders!
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OUR GENEROUS DONORS

Maxx Chang

Ania Chernina

Howard Clasky Med Corp

Neil J. Closner and Family

Benjamin Cohen and Jane Rimmer

Gideon and Meghan Cohen

Jacob and Mery Cohen

James Cohen

Jeremy Cohen and Adee Bross Cohen

Justin Cohen

Laurel Cohen

Meirav Cohen

David Cohen-Olivenstein

Ruth Cohen

Avi and Leora Cole

Mihael and Simone Cole

Abigail Colucci

Italo and Ruth Colucci

Matthew Connors

Iain and Merav Cooper

Eli Cooperberg and Joanna Mansfield

Ilana Coristine

Rachel Cosman

Randy Covens and Lindsay Ram

Emma Csillag

Jordan Cutler and Lauren Fienberg

Daniel and Heidi Czutrin

Jennifer Dales

Craig and Lauren Damelin

Larry and Debra Danilewitz

Raphael and Andrea Danon

Lorraine Darling

Benny and Michal Daskalo

Larry and Carolyn Davidson

Jamie Davis and Jodie Kaufman Davis

Eitan and Daniela Dehtiar

Gila Dekel

Ran and Hagit Dekel

Howard and Mirah Detsky

Jay and Sivanne Detsky

Jeremy Diamond and Sandra Zisckind

Marcus Dickler and Jaimie Kudlats

Berta Dilouya

Michal Dinary

Michael Dorfman and Stephanie Brull

Heather Drew

Eliyahu and Ester Driham

Mark and Naomi Driman

Leonard and Alana Drimmer

Carolyn Droznika

Shane and Katie Dubin

Lauren Duchen

Fred and Anita Eckhaus

Barak and Jessica Edelstein

David and Paula Eichler

Peter and Moran Eichler

Ron and Silvia Eilath

Sean Eisenbaum and Amanda Dale

Evelyn Eisenberg

Jonathan Eisenstat and Paula Isenberg

Sam and Erin Elfassy

Elliott and Cheryl Ellison

David Elman and Laura Elinson Elman

Michael and Jayne Elman

Morton and Roslyn Elman

Neil Elman and Andrea Rosenbloom

Blake Enzel

Adam and Tina Erlich

Martin and Krista Esken

Olga Fainer

Oriane Falkenstein

Stefanie Fallis

Elliot and Karen Feder

Mark Federman and Marina Gutman

Andrew and Michelle Feifer

Marilyn Feldman

Bruce and Lesley Ferman

Yottam Fichman and Shawna Hart

Benjamin Fine and Ronit Ossip-Fine 

Adam Fineman and Beth Title

Chad and Sheri Finkelstein

Richard and Caren Finkelstein

Darryl and Shelby Firsten

Tom and Helen Fischer

Daniel Flatt and Dorit Smali-Flatt

Daniel and Sharon Fogel

Robert and Shauna Fonn

Eric and Cheryl Foster

Jamie and Elisa Fox

Matthew and Sara Fox

Deborah Francoz

Michael Frankel and Irene Bass

David and Shiela Freeman

Jonathan Freeman and Cyrelle Muskat

Marshall and Toddy Freilich

Miriam Freilich

Anatoli Freiman and Andrea Kurtz

Steven Freiman

Richard Fridman and Aviva Lowe

Alan and Michelle Friedman

Avraham and Kathy Friedman

Earle and Phyllis Friedman

Stephen and Sari Friedman

Alex and Karin Friedmann

Joshua and Michelle Frost

Shael Fryer and Danielle Lurie 

Shay and Sarit Fuchs

Zack Fuerstenberg and Dana Glassman

Jason Furman

Amanda Gaeeni

Jacob Gallinger

Arkady and Svetlana Garderman

Sarit Gazman

Sara Gelfand

Gregory and Tara Gelman

Lisa Gelman

Abe and Karen Gerstein

Ryan Gerstel

Jon and Sari Gerwitz

Melissa Gerwitz

Ori and Michal Gilad

Sheryl Gilman

Isaac and Susan Ginz

David Gladstone and Gillian Kirsh 

Jonathan and Janice Gladstone

Jordan Glick and Faye Kravetz

Josh and Risa Gluskin

Ronald and Cindy Goelman

Orli Goldberg

Arnan and Lori Goldenberg

Ricky Goldenberg

Mitchell Goldhar

Richard and Jennifer Goldhar

Jeremy and Simone Goldman

Mitchell Goldman and Melissa Blutrich 

Bradley Goldsmith and Michelle Markowitz

Alise Goldstein Bard

Gary and Maxine Goldstein

Noah and Samantha Goldstein

Sheldon and Millie Goldstein

Seth and Amy Goldsweig 

Marina Gordon

Maya Goreshnik

John and Iris Gorfinkel

Aaron and Ilana Graben

Jeff and Jordana Grad

Justin and Jordana Grant

Daniel Green and Amanda Kushnir

Eric and Karen Green

Mark and Lauren Greenbaum

Daniel and Emily Greenberg

Michael Greenberg and Debbie Miskin

Jason and Sarah Greenspan

Lauren Greisman

Cliff and Joanne Grevler

Allan and Fauna Grill

Darek Gronowski and Margaret Churas

Bernie Gropper and Elise Stern Gropper

Jordanne Grossman

Sari Grossman

Adam and Dara Gurau

Heather Gutmann

Elliott Gwosdy and Deborah Wise

Ira and Sherri Haberman

Sandra Haberman

Dan and Ziona Hagler

Andy and Judy Halasz

Jonathan and Shana Harris

Nicholas and Rina Hartmann

Evan Hausman and Carrie Beallor 

Brian Heller and Bev Kupfert

Stacey Herberman

Marilyn Herbert

Stephen and Marcia Herbert

Sharon Herman

Melissa Hershberg

Stewart Hershenfield and Marla Engelberg

Robert and Jessica Herzig

Adam and Laura Hirsh

Harry Hochman and Susan Leston Hochman

Ron and Heather Hoffman

David Holland and Ilana Zeidel

Aaron and Suzanne Holtzman

Barbara Houldin

Ari Huber and Vickie Sugarman

Darren Inspektor and Joanna Winter

Hannah Isaac

Noah Ivers and Ilana Halperin 

Michael and Gloria Izraelski

Robert Jacoby and Mindy Gilbert

Vera Jacoby

Craig and Rebecca Jerusalim

Shawn and Jessica Jerusalim

Shaheen Joshi

Tzvi Kabessa

Ora Kagan

Shayne Kane and Tatiana Slavny

Andrew and Bonnie Kappy

Evan and Stephanie Karasick

Julie Karifilis-D’angelo

Vadim Kats and Risa Revin

Arnold and Judith Katz

Darren Katz and Nadine Rockman Katz

Ian Katz

Oren and Adrienne Katz

Shane and Lara Katz

Oren Katznelson and Dana Bell

Jesse and Renee Kaufman

Joshua Kaufman and Daniella Saguy

Sue Kaufman
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OUR GENEROUS DONORS

Ron Kean and Nicole Paul

David and Avital Kellerstein

Jennie Kelman

Adam Kerbel and Avi Zucker

Lisa Kerbel

Jeff and Brie Kimel

Richard and Lynda Kimel

Don Kirsh

Ernest and Norma Kirsh

Fallah Kirshenbaum

David and Lisa Klein

Abraham Kleinmann

Jordan and Ester Klimitz

Michael and Lori Kline

Zachary Klinghoffer and Jackie Ostro 

Gerry and Donna Koffman

Daniel and Kimberley Kofman

David and Joy Kohn

Shawn Korman and Sharone Benegbi

Rom Koubi

Michael Kraft and Renee Fogelbaum

Justin and Melissa Kramer

Michael and Shawna Kreidstein

Jonathan and Corry Kreindler

Bernard and Esther Kuperberg

Josh Kuretzky and Anndra Schwartz 

Jeremy Kushner and Shoshana Mezelski-Kushner

Mitchell Lackie and Tammy Farber

Eric and Leora Laichter

Vanessa Lang

Gavin and Corrine Lange

David and Joy Lanys

Paul and Agnes Laszlo

Charity Lawrence

Rafael Lazer

Marvin and Merilyn Lean

Steven and Miriam Leder

Eli and Mara Lederman

Jay and Bonnie Lefton

Matthew Leibowitz and Gillian Lindzon

Steven Leonoff and Deborah Miller

Caroline Lerner

David Lester and Liane Cutler

Ron Levi and Ronit Dinovitzer

Cara Levin

Corey and Shelley Levin

Eric and Lana Levin

Lydia Levin

Robert and Amanda Levine

Mordy Levy and Dina Gabay Levy 

Shaun and Delia Levy

Yonat Levy

Evan Lewis

Yael Lewis

Stephen and Robyn Libin

Jonathan Lieberman and Rayzel Shulman

Mark and Naomi Lieberman

Michael Lieberman and Carla Lubell Lieberman

Fabiana Lipka

Hertzel and Naomi Lipner

Peretz and Zelda Lootsteen

Aaron Luftspring and Karen Karvat

Stewart and Nicki Lyons

Miroslav Maciulevic

Jill Magen-Lichtblau

Joey Maimon and Michelle Simons Maimon

Sean and Shari Majerovic

Lawrence and Elana Mandel

Sam and Esther Mandelbaum

Efrem and Fara Mandelcorn

David and Melissa Mann

Harry and Molly Mann

Guy Mannheim and Ilit Aharonson-Mannheim

Darryl and Andy Margau

Arlin and Shawna Markowitz

Adam and Jillian Matlin

Michael Mawas and Sharon Markowitz

Bernie Mayer and Andrea Plotnick

Arie and Olena Mazur

Karen Medina

Heidi Meirovitz

David Meisels and Hila Erez 

Doron Melnick and Shana Haberman

Elijah and Rivka Melnick

Richard and Sonya Meloff

Jacob Melzer and Dafna Jalon

Meira Mendelaoui

Lisa Migdal

Laura Mincer

Adam Minsky and Heidi Brown

Anne Mitchell

Julie Mitz

Aaron and Suzanne Mocon

Andrew and Rebecca Moffs

Assaf Mordachay

Jason Morrow and Barb Nachman

Stewart Moskovitch and Janie Goldstein

Na’amat Canada

Edward and Hyla Nagel

Harvey and Barbara Naglie

Matthew and Blair Naiberg

Veronica Natzia

Orly Negrin

Michelle Neufeld

Mark and Sheryl Nightingale

Gil Nimni and Dana Hirsh

Greg and Clara Nisan

Aaron and Arlene Nisker

Jason and Clare Nisker

Ilana Onel

Nir and Leslie Orbach

Paul Orlander and Helayna Shekter

Ralph and Beverly Orman

Jamie and Cara Orzech

David Ossip and Devra Baryshnik

Marc Ossip and Bonnie O’Hayon

Mark Osten and Lisa Chodirker 

Sean and Kelly Ostro

Jonathan Otis and Lily Latner Otis

Jody Panzer

Rebecca Paul

Michael and Ashley Pearl

Marcelo Pechersky

Eddy and Deanna Peranson

Iris Perlman

Ran Perry and Rachel Kohl

Daniel and Nataly Pesin

Patrick and Jassy Philosophe

Debbie Pila

Aaron and Amy Platt

Samantha Politzer

Marcie Pollack

Martin Pont and Cecilia Alterman

Morton and Joanna Prager

Lilia Pritsker

Evan Propst and Tali Waksman 

Ryan and Jessica Rakowski

Daniel and Dara Rames

Suzanne Rapoport

Harlan Redlick and Robyn Waxman

Reuben and Bev Redlick

Sammy and Jessica Redlick

Craig Reid and Aviva Golberg

Alex and Jennifer Reidiboim

Cole Reiken and Deborah Drukarsh Reiken

Jillian Reiner

Jeremy Rezmovitz and Ellie Richmond

Benjamin and Simone Reitzes

Eddie and Harriet Rice

Les and Mary Richmond

Clifford and Lindsay Ritter

Jack Ritter

Jonathan Ritter and Jill Spigelman Ritter

Rochelle Robbins

Jonathan Robinson and Aviva Dworkind

Eliahou Ronen

Stacey Rose

Cory and Nicole Rosen

Heather Rosenberg

Robyn Rosen Codas

Gerald and Barbara Rosenstein

Jonathan and Edith Rosenstein

Michael and Deanna Rosenswig

Aaron and Felice Rosenthal

Joel and Chris Rosenthal

John and Marcia Rosenthal

Michael Rosenthall

Joel and Hindy Ross

Aaron Rotenberg and Jessica Feldman

Oshrat Rotenberg

Sasha Rozhnov and Evgeniya Smirnova

David and Inna Rubenstein

Jason Rubenstein and Sharon Lorber

Warren and Sari Rudick

Shaun and Andra Sadofsky

Michelle Sadowski

Joel and Ora Sager

Mark Sager and Lisa Starr

Mark Salsberg and Elisa Cogan

Tarnjeet and Michaela Sandhu

Kevin Sandler and Michelle Gordon

Adam Sargon and Jessica Kudlats

Elan and Lynne Satov

Aimee Savard

Ayal Schaffer and Shauna Brail 

David Schlesinger and Lindsey Title

Adam Schneiderman and Ilana Hechter

Robert and Erin Scholl

David Schwartz

Jamie Schwartz

Michelle Schwartzberg

Jodi Schwarz

Russel Segal and Romy Saibil 

Mary Seldon

Joshua Sera

Carmela Serebryany

Elena Serebryany

Ariella Shachar

Michal Shahak and Shlomit Broder

Shlomo and Varda Shalev

Andrew Shalit and Sarah Marx

Jonathan and Andrea Shapero

Richard and Melissa Shapero

Lisita Shemesh

Oren Shemtov and Zoe Laksman 

Alvin Sher

David and Francine Shields 

Daniel Shiff and Dana David

Jordan Shnier and Gillian Tessis-Shnier

Bryan Shore
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Jeffrey and Joanna Shore

Van and Sonia Shron

Ken and Rhona Shulman

Miriam Shuval

Isaac and Rivka Shvalbe

Brahm Siegel and Paula Feig

Stuart and Dara Siegel

Sam and Sheila Sieradzki

Jay Silber and Mara Cole

Amanda Silver

Evan Silver and Jennifer Shein

Sheldon and Carol Silver

Ari Silverberg and Sari Feldstein

Shachar Simkovits and Vered Kakzanov

Jay and Rebecca Singer

Jonathan and Adina Singer

Kali Singer

Darren and Stephanie Slavens

Lorne Small and Debra Gerstein-Small

Carl and Shera Smith

Norman and Miriam Smith

Guy and Hana Snir

Anne Sokoloff

Arnold and Renata Somers

Dina Somin

Noam Soreni and Yael Pressman 

David and Janis Spinner

Jonathan and Nicole Spinner

Eric Starr

David Stastny and Jill Levine

Marcus Staviss and Honey Bloomberg

Ady and Alana Steen

Harvey and Orly Stein

Joey and Elaine Steiner

Mark Steinman and Mariel Heller

Stan and Bernice Steinman

Morris and Nancy Sternberg

Shawn Stevens

Jordan and Jennifer Stroll

Aubrey and Andrea Sugar

Joshua and Lainie Sugar

Lorne Sugarman and Vanessa Pinsky

Darien Sussman and Carrie Betel 

Stacey Swedko

Michael and Shoshana Taitz

Liron Tal and Shani Marzin 

Eitan and Jodi Tanentzap

Estelle Tastasa

TD Commercial Banking

Blanche Teitelbaum

Doron and Michal Telem

Ehud and Miriam Telem

Caren Thomas

Michael and Judy Tock

Shawn Tock and Joanna Grossman

The Victor z”l & Renee Topper Family Fund

Larry and Frieda Torkin

Vince Tropepe and Nirit Bernhard

David and Shirley Tsivian

Vladimir Tumanov

Andrea Turner-Sack

The Tylman Family

Albina Unger

Rosie Uster

Steven and Melissa Uster

Daniel Vajda and Veronika Goldberg-Vajda

Ilana Valo

Michael and Rebecca Valo

Ofer and Danielle Vicus

Michael and Jennifer Vilner

Zohar and Janet Waisman

Debbie Waks

Joshua and Katie Waks

Ruvan and Danielle Waltman

David and Hannah Wasserman

David and Hayley Waugh

Clifford and Rhoda Waxman

Robert and Rochelle Waxman

Daniel and Alanna Weill

Ari Weinberg and Brenda Fontes

Eitan Weinberg and Diana Tamir 

Paul and Susan Weinberg

Daniel and Alyssa Weinerman

Elan Weintraub and Sharon Karvat-Weintraub

Yair Weisblum and Aviva Klein

Eric and Leah Weisz

David and Debra Weizman

Lisa Werger-Adler

Paul Winton and Shelley Rosenbaum Winton

Ben and Keren Wisniewski

WJ Properties

Cheryl Wolfson

Micah Wood and Amy Weizman

Sharon Wrock

Michael Wunder and Joanna Sugar

Robert Yealland

Yifat Yogev Shoval

David and Beverley Young

Lea Zaltzman

Jonathan Zamir and Amy Block

Ran Zeev and Lisa Gold-Zeev

Natalie Zegman

Sean and Melanie Zeitz

Tiki Zer Aviv

Dan and Leah Zilnik

Uri and Ann Ziskind

Michael and Julie Zylberlicht
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OUR GENEROUS DONORS

CAPITAL  
CAMPAIGN  
DONORS

Donations received from  
July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019

Anonymous (1)

Donald and Cookie Biback

Paul and Tammy Brown

Cary and Alana Chapnick

Benjy Cohen and Jane Rimmer

Craig and Lauren Damelin

Stephen and Robyn Diamond

DiBrina Group

Stuart Dicker and Heidi Miller Dicker

The Drimmer Family

Judy and David Engel, Tina and  

Adam Erlich and Family

Richard Fridman and Aviva Lowe

Arunachalam Ganashing

Jeremy Goldlist

Eric and Karen Green

Allan and Fauna Grill

Bernie Gropper and Elise Stern Gropper

Michael and Lindsi Hollend

The Warren and Debbie Kimel Family Foundation

Michael and Lori Kline

Rolan and Melissa Koifman

Jordan Lack and Tamar Kopel

Eric and Lana Levin

Karen Lidor

Berry Meyerowitz and Robyn Goren

Nir and Leslie Orbach

Darren and Leslie Richmond

Risk Protection Group

Mark Sager and Lisa Starr

Michael and Daphna Schwartz

Richard and Melissa Shapero

Jeffrey and Joanna Shore

Jay Silber and Mara Cole

David and Janis Spinner

TD Bank Group

Shawn Tock and Joanna Grossman

Fred and Linda Waks

The Waltman Family

Michael Wunder and Joanna Sugar

Jeff and Debra Wolfe

David and Beverley Young

DAY OF GIVING 
DONORS

Donations received from  
March 19-20, 2019

Anonymous (68)

Ori and Naomi Abramov

Yigal Achren and Judi Savdie

The Agensky Family

Naomi Alexandroff

Yehuda Alexandroff

The Alter Fenton Family

Mark and Susanne Alter

Michele Alter

David Altshuller, Rebecca Cash, Maya,  

Ezra and Zev

Elaine Altshuller

Mark and Karen Anhang

The Apple Family

Michael, Zena, Massey and Parker Applebaum

Jeff and Shayna Appleby

The Aptekar Family

Gerald Arbus and Joy Wagner Arbus 

Karen Assaraf

Sherri Baker

Joy Balboul

Alex Ball and Suzan Kerner 

Tova Bar-Dayan

Todd and Cathy Beallor

Hannah and Shira Bennett

Alan and Jennifer Bensky

Steven, Debbie, Max and Joel Bergson

The Betsalel Family

Bialik PTA - Himel

Marlo Billet

Michael Binder and Jackie Saltsman

Ronna Birnboim

Honey Bloomberg

Jacob and Judith Bloomberg

Sigi Bloomberg

Rebecca Bohnen

Elaine Borchiver Naiberg

Jeremy and Shauna Bornstein

The Boshi Family

Howie and Abby Brass

The Brickman Family

Layla, Jake and Bree Browman

Heidi Brown

Jeff and Jenn Brown

Melvin and Sandra Brown

Paul, Tammy, Danielle and Noah Brown

The Burger Family

Robert and Marilyn Burke

Estee Buzaglo

Elana Caplan

Wayne Caplan

Josh, Helaina, Aubrey and Jory Cappel

Aaron Cash

Ted and Cheryl Cash

Casey Chisick and Sophie Milman

Cliff and Maxa Chisick

John Cleworth

The Cohen Family - Micah, Brayden and Marley

Ariel, Marianne, Abbie and Ellie Cohen

Benjy Cohen and Jane Rimmer

Caroline Cohen

Jack, Ruth and Florrie Cohen

Moshe Cohen

Oz and Yael Cohen

Sharon Cohen

The Cole Family

Matthew and Christine Connors

Iain and Merav Cooper

Lior, Ilana, Sam and Elie Cyngiser

Jeremy Dacks and Ali Taradash

Sally Dale

Rob, Alisa, Ben and Noah Daly

Larry and Debra Danilewitz

Benny and Michal Daskalo

Jamie Davis and Jodie Kaufman Davis 

Brian and Gayle de Bloeme

Eitan Dehtiar

Stephen and Robyn Diamond

Dylan, Marlie and Hudson Driman

Philip and Lauren Duchen

Peter Edrey

Peter and Moran Eichler

Cooper and Riley Eisenbaum

Erin Elfassy

Elliott, Cheryl, Samantha and Bradley Ellison

Bruce and Nancy Elman

David and Laura Elman

Hilda Emberley

Chuck English

Yehuda and Hana Erez

Adam and Tina Erlich

Isabelle and Blake Erlich

The Esken Family

Oriane Falkenstein

The Faust Family

Ashley Faust

Mark Federman

Michelle Feifer

Robbie and Helene Feldman

Yottam Fichman and Shawna Hart  

Richard and Caren and Finkelstein

Mike and Sandi Florence

Seth and Carly Foucault

Elisa Fox

Jonathan, Cyrelle, Isla and Halyn Freeman

Marshall and Toddy Freilich

Anatoli and Andrea Freiman

Georgette Fridman

Richard Fridman, Aviva Lowe, Adina  

and Daniel Fridman

Alan, Michelle, Daniel, Sam and Emma Friedman

Stephen and Sari Friedman

Zack Fuerstenberg and Dana Glassman 

Jake Gallinger

Leslie Gelfand

Greg and Tara Gelman

Susan Giddens

Jonathan and Janice Gladstone

Richard and Joan Gladstone

The Gluskin Family

Ron and Cindy Goelman

Celia Golberg

The Golberg Reid Family

Norman and Linda Gold

Kyle, Shira, Pearl, Leo and Georgia Goldenberg

Richard and Jennifer Goldhar

Lorne and Carol Goldstein

David Goodman and Jessica Waks

Anna Gordon

The Goren-Poole Family

Murray and Miri Gotkind

Aaron and Ilana Graben

Peter and Hazel Graben

Jeff, Jordana, Owen and Dean Grad

Rabbi Seth and Leba Grauer

Daniel Green and Amanda Kushnir

Robert Grossman

Sharon Grossmam

Stan and Teresa Grossman

Heather Gutmann
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Sandra Haberman

The Hagshi Family

Yahav Haimovich

The Hartmann Family

Michael and Dani Hazan

The Hazout Family

Michael and May Helberg

Jennifer Hennick Vilner

Melissa Hershberg

Robert, Jessica, Willow and Eden Herzig

Celia Hirsh

Laura Hirsh

Noga Hoffman

David Holland and Ilana Zeidel

Aaron and Suzanne Holtzman

Allan Horenfeldt and Galla Erenberg

Moshe Ifergan and Yvonne Liu

Sarah Ingber

Noah Ivers and Ilana Halperin 

The Jacoby Family

Darren Kagal

Eva Kane

Evan and Steph Karasick

Oren, Adrienne, Ezra, Jazmin and Gizelle Katz

Jesse and Renee Kaufman

Josh Kaufman and Daniella Saguy 

Terry and Ruth Kaufman

Allan Kerbel

Allan and Charlie Kerbel

Michael and Rachel Kerbel

Tamara Kerbel

Ricki Kigel

Richard and Lynda Kimel

Ernie and Norma Kirsh

Robert Kizell and Samantha Zive 

Donna Koffman

The Komlos Family

Jordan, Tamar, Nadav, and Ayla Kopel

Justin, Melissa, Olivia and Cole Kramer

Felix Kreichman and Lauren Nightingale

Irv and Carole Kreidstein

Michael Kreidstein

Gary Krikler

Marilyn Krol

Jeremy and Shoshana Kushner

United Bakers/ The Ladovsky Family

Lily Latner Otis

Arlene Leder

Debbie Lenchner

Alan Lerman

David Lester

Ron Levi and Ronit Dinovitzer 

Lydia Levin

Robert, Amanda, Madelyn, Aubrey  

and Eden Levine

Shaun and Delia Levy

Stephen and Robyn Libin and Family

Karen Lidor

Mark, Naomi, Julie, Samara and Blake Lieberman

Michael and Carla Lieberman

Shelley Linden

Gillian Lindzon

Roland and Lora Lindzon

Allan and Rene Lipman

Baila Lubek

Vicki Lubell

Sasha Magen

Lawrence, Elana, Erica, Benji and Zach Mandel

Marie Mandel

Efrem and Fara Mandelcorn, Abby, Zach and Jacob

David, Melissa, Lyla and Kira Mann

Harry and Molly Mann

Fern Matlin

Jillian Matlin

Bernie Mayer and Andrea Plotnick

David and Hila Meisels

Sonya Meloff

The Melzer Family

Meira Mendelaoui

Darren and Shayna Merker

Gail Merker

Jenny Michaels

Saul Miller

Sharon Miller

Michael and Lynne Mitchell

Elena Mitnik

The Mocon Family

The Moffs Family

Andrew Morris and Anna Aleinikov

Jason Morrow and Barb Nachman

The Moshal Family

Stewart Moskovitch and  

Janie Goldstein and Family

The Moskowitz Family

Jerry and Judy Naiberg

Matthew and Blair Naiberg

Ben Nightingale

Mark and Sheryl Nightingale

The Nisan Family

Aaron Nisker

Jason, Clare, Liv and Oliver Nisker

The Orbach Family

Warren Orlans and Naomi Epstein

Mary Orzech

David Ossip, Devra Baryshnik, Katie and Jacob 

Ossip

Jackie Ostro

Eddy and Deanna Peranson

The Philosophe Family

Jeremy and Romy Pilarski

Ron and Carolyn Polster

Martin Pont and Cecilia Alterman

Harley Redlick

Sammy, Jessica, Reese and Jack Redlick

Jeremy and Ellie Rezmovitz

Les and Mary Richmond

Len and Heather Ritter

Steven and Leah Rodin

Alyssa Rolnick

Cory and Nicole Rosen

Caryl Rosman

Judi Ross

Judy Rossdeutscher

Yehuda and Sabina Rotenberg

Paul and Sherryn Roth

David and Inna Rubenstein

Bruce Rubin and Steve Hummel

Jonas and Lauren Rubinoff

Joseph Sadofsky

Sari Sadofsky, Max and Ethan Ender

Mark Sager and Lisa Starr 

Andre Salama

Rhoda Salama

The Salsberg Family

Mark and Naomi Satok

David Schlesinger and Lindsey Title 

Anne Schneiderman

Michelle Schwartzberg

The Segal Morrison Family

Russel Segal and Romy Saibil

Evan, Marnie, Alex and Cooper Selby

Michal Shahak and Shlomit Broder

Larry and Pam Shapiro

David Sherman

Samantha Sherman

Daniel Shiff, Dana David, Sam and Nathan

Jordan Shnier, Gillian Tessis and Logan Shnier

Jeff, Joanna, Ben, and Matthew Shore

Adi Shvalbe

David Silber

Ruthie Simpson

Jay and Rebecca Singer

Murray Singer

Paul and Hindy Singer

Tatyana Slavny

Jessica Smuskowitz

Corey and Jennifer Snider

Alwyn Snipelisky

Danny and Lila Soberano

Ralph Soberano

Sydney Sosnovich

The Spector Family

David and Janis Spinner

Jonathan and Nicole Spinner

Judy Starr

Harland and Maureen Staviss

Suzanne Steinberg

Joseph and Elaine Steiner

Mark Steinman and Mariel Heller 

Karen Stekel

Daniel and Michelle Sterescu

Helen Stollar

Galit Sugar

Rachel Sugar

The Swissa Family

Shoshana Taitz

Eitan and Jodi Tanentzap

Lynne Taradash

Stan and Marilyn Teitelbaum

Michal Telem

Errol, Nicole and Ryan Tenenbaum

Dorothy Tessis

Beth Title

Shawn, Joanna, Benji and Orly Tock

Einat Tomchin

Renee Topper

The Tropepe Bernhard Family

The Tsherna Family

David and Shirley Tsivian

Anna Tulman

Aaron Unger

Dan and Veronika Vajda

The Waisman Family

Fred and Linda Waks

Debra Wallace Berns

Ruvan and Danielle Waltman

Michael Walton

The Wasserman Family

Clifford and Rhoda Waxman

Robert and Rochelle Waxman

Eitan, Diana, Yaniv, Ezra and Yael Weinberg

Paul and Susie Weinberg

The Weinerman Family

Bob and Donna Weinerman

Yair Weisblum and Aviva Klein 

David and Debra Weizman

Marcia Wenus

Lisa Werger-Adler

Lauren Wise

Shia Wolgelernter

Gloria Wunder

Brian Ziedenberg

Limore Zisckind

Mike and Julie Zylberlicht

These lists have been checked for accuracy

but errors may have occurred. If you

have not been appropriately recognized,

please email the Advancement Department

advancement@bialik.ca.
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Elementary students enjoy the spacious and bright new gymnasium, 
built as part of the Himel Branch’s recent expansion.




